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ABSTRACT

Our work is a contribution to computer aided supervision of continuous
processes. It is inspired by an area of Artificial Intelligence : qualitative
physics. Here, supervision is based on a model which continuously provides
operators with a synthetic view of the process ; but this model is founded on
general principles of control theory rather than on physics. It involves
concepts such as "high gain" or "small time response". It helps in linking
temporally the evolution of various variables. Moreover, the model
provides predictions of the future behaviour of the process, which allows
action advice and alarm filtering. This should greatly reduce the famous
"cognitive overload" associated to any complex and dangerous evolution of
the process.

INTRODUCTION

Human operators have been in charge of processes from the beginning
of control engineering. But as a consequence of the progress of control
theory, their work has evolved from pure control to supervision : they
observe the process state and take high level decisions ; such decisions may
be of high importance if for instance feedback loops do not fulfil their
function. So, in most cases, operators have nothing to do ; but the
consequences of their unusual decisions may be critical for die process
security.
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The problem is solved nowadays in a quantitative way : real-time control
systems present to the operators large amounts of data on various parts of
the process at the same time. The iesult is known as cognitive overload :
relevant information is blurred with unessential data. Coining to a decision
becomes more difficult due to the introduction of computers in control :
ironies of automation [Bainbridge]!

A new idea is now emerging : to improve the quality of the information
given to the operators, to supply them with a clear idea of what the situation
is, how it may ejfvolve, in order to help them to take the good corrective
actions on-line.

The knowledge which has to be implemented in such a system is of two
kinds : knowledge about the process (nature, structure, instrumentation,
bounds on variables...) ; knowledge about the control system, because the
situation may be completely different if the process is in open loop with only
some local regulations, or is under multivariable control (this last case may
be difficult for operators'to analyse at first sight).

THEPROCESS

The qualitative description of a system and its applications will be
illustrated by simulations on pulse columns.

A pulse column is a liquid-liquid contactor used among other processes
in nuclear industry. The column (Fig. 1) is used to separate uranium and
plutonium from fission products, which are nuclear waste. Radioactive
elements are dissolved in nitric acid solutions and the function of the column
consists in solvent extraction of uranium and plutonium.

A pulse column has a main part with a series of perforated plates, where
chemical exchanges take place, and two phases disengaging sections where
the phases are separated.

Heavy phase enters at aie top of die column and light phase at the bottom.
Here, organic phase, the light phase, is a continuous upward flow and
aqueous phase, the heavy one, moves downward. Mixing is under action of
hydraulic pulsation in order to the continuous aqueous flow be transformed
into an aqueous tiny droplets flow, to make the drops divide thanks to plates
and so to improve chemical exchanges between both phases. The interface,
physical separation area of the two phases, is maintained at fifty per cent of
the bottom disengaging section by a regulator which draw off the adequate
aqueous flow capacity.

Column operation is characterized by the flow capacity and by the
extraction efficiency, which are influenced by a large number of variables :
pulse frequency, pulse amplitude, flow ratio of the two phases, solute
concentrations... These variables are all under the control of the column
operator.



Problems on coupled pulse columns include all classical control
problems, for there is no buffer between the processes : physical phenomena
with several hours dynamics, strong coupling processes, non minimal phase
systems, and few measuring instruments which implies that some essential
parameters, such as hold-up-rate of aqueous phase in organic phase-cannot
be known on-line.

ARTDFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TOOLS

In the first attempts to apply A.I. techniques to process control,
knowledge was expressed with production rules. Qualitative concepts such
as "the error is positive", "the derivative is high" may be included in the
condition part of the rules, and thus a "fuzzy control" is implemented.

When applying this methodology to supervision, a great amount of
concepts are to be combined by the "expert" in order to describe every
possible situation. Time is difficult to handle. Direct associations are made
between a situation and the actions to take. This knowledge appears as a set
of predefined behaviours, relying on experience rather than on a sound
understanding of the complex phenomena involved in an industrial plant.
Unfortunately operators can make errors, because their experience, though
sufficient for everyday supervision of the process, may correspond to
ill-defined strategies in some troubleshooting cases. Unexpected situations
make the system fail. Note that mis methodology is a palliative to the lack of
situation independent concepts. Such knowledge can thus be considered as
"skilled-based".

In fact, the difference between deep and shallow knowledge has been
thoroughly described in the AJ. littérature. Deep knowledge about physical
systems is expressed by general laws about their nature and function, and its
formalization has led to naive physics, or qualitative physics. The main
ambition of this scientific area is to qualitatively describe and
simultaneously explain what is occurring in a physical system [de Kleer,
Kuipers]. This is appealing for on-line process supervision [Leicht], because
knowledge relies on an objective representation of the natural
world, a model, in the usual scientific sense, very different from the
subjective interpretations made by operators about the behaviour of the
process.

Unfortunately, models proposed as examples by the above mentionned
authors are very complicated even for simple physical systems.
Consequently, qualitative physics is not adapted for process supervision just
as quantitative physics is not used for process control. They are overdetailed
and too complicated to encode. In the following, an original qualitative
modelling method is proposed.



MODEL SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUPERVISION

In order to dynamically explain to operators what is going on, the model
must present some properties which are listed below.

-tobe multipurpose
Process supervision is essentially aimed at preventing the process to go

in an unwanted state. To deal with this objective involves several kinds of
reasoning, such as : analysis (of the current state), prediction (of the
evolution of the situation), diagnosis (of an observed disfunctionment),
action advice (to decide what to do to go back to a nominal state). They are
linked together : a diagnosis may follow a prediction and be followed by an
action advice.

Let us take an example : assume the column operator let increase the
organic flow capacity. The prediction algorithm will predict an increase of
column'weight, which denotes that the aqueous phase flowing down is
slackened by the organic upward flow ; so the total weight of the column
"cartridge" grows up. Suppose the column weight reaches an unwanted
state, the analysis must deduce that this evolution is due to the anterior
increase of the organic flow capacity and the action advice computation can
informe the operator to reduce the pulse pressure as it is the variable which
effect is the fastest on the column weight

These different kinds of reasoning are based on the same general
knowledge about the process behaviour, which is used in different
ways (deduction or induction). The model encoding this knowledge must not
be changed to cope with one task or another. Moreover, the model has to be
adapted to changes occuring on the process, to be appropriate in any
situation (open or closed loop control, for instance). Building a model for
each configuration of the feedback loops or every feasible failure would
lead to a combinatorial issue. So we have to use the declarativity of
knowledge, which is specific to the Artificial Intelligence field.

AU the reasonings are different, nevertheless all of them use the
property of causality, which is the basis of the physical world. Links
between causes and effects are the tools for prediction (to find the
consequences of some events); for diagnosis (to find the cause of some
events); for action advice (to find which events modify a variable and verify
their eventual side effects).

- to be clear for operators
Unlike control theory, which uses very powerful mathematical tools to

satisfy quantitative performances, supervision uses the tendancies or the
order of magnitude of the process main variables. Concepts such as



"variable Xl is increasing towards a dangerous range" , "variable X2 is
off, "variable X3 is high" are more significant for the operator than "
dXl/dt = 21.76" or "X3 is 345.6". So the model has to be qualitative.

To help the operator coming to a decision, the interpretation of the
results of the model must be clear (which is not synonym of simple) : it must
report information on measured variables, which are familiar to him, or
deduce information about variables whose physical interpretation is obvious
to him.

For example, the hold-up of a pulse column, which is an unmeasured
variable, is very important for the operator to know if the column is in a
normal state. It might be approximately infered by the column weight So,
qualitative value and tendancy of the hold-up could be presented to help the
operator in a significant way.

The model must also justify its results, with regard for credibility and
pedagogy.

- to encode dynamic
Frequently, operators must take long term phenomena into account. For

a pulse column, the criteria of good functionning is to maintain an optimum
hold-up, which is not directly possible for the operator facing the control
system. The hold-up is indeed a parameter which evolves very slowly, as
some chemical phenomena, which have a response time about 10 hours.

So, specific notions of time delay and response time, very familiar to the
control engineer, are necessary to encode in the model. This allows to
observe the propagation of events along the model and compare with the
process state.

Moreover, knowing which time is left before unrecoverable problems
occur may influence the action advice choice between those having quick
effects together with undesirable side effects and those without side effects
but propagating through long time delays.

DECLARATIVE DESCRIPTION OF A DYNAMIC SYSTEM

The model is composed of qualitative variables linked by causal
relations. The process is thus represented by a causal graph. Each node
represents a variable; each arc represents a temporal link between two
variables: the evolution of the input node precedes the evolution of the
output node for some time (delay), and has an effect during some time (time
response).

A node is represented by a data structure which describes a given
variable (object-oriented programming). For each variable, the information
which is stored in the node allows a local precise description of its
behaviour.



An attribute contains information about the region of variation, which
allows to limit (he variable in an admissible range.

The amplitude of the variable is quantified by a discretization step. This
can be defined as the minimum change of a variable relevant to the operator.

A region of nominal behaviour is defined, centered around the
set-point; other regions help to distinguish the other concepts used by
operators for supervision, such as the alarm thresholds.

The various variables describing a process have different types: some
are control variables, some are controlled variables, some are set-points and
some are ordinary variables. It is obvious that knowing the type of a
variable allows to orient a-priori the reasonings on its behaviour and may
shorten some steps in the decision process of the supervision system. For
example, if the behavior of a controlled variable is different from its
set-point, the control loop is immediately suspected.

Each node contains moreover the complete behaviour of the associated
variable. This history is split in two parts. One describes the past behaviour
of the variable and is updated when measurements are obtained from the
process; the other describes the predicted future one, which is inferred by a
mechanism described later.

Another information, called justification, is stored in the node data
structure and will be detailed later.

The arcs of the causal graph define a behaviour constraint as the
functional relation between two variables X and Y. It is a data structure
encoding the type of the constraint and experimental data such as the
qualitative values of the gain, the delay and the Urne response between X and
Y.

The types of the constraint ?\c based upon transfer functions concepts
and are named Qualitative Tran ;r Functions (QTFs). A QTF computes
the behaviour of the output node in function of the behaviour of the input
node, in a procedural way. For a given QTF, the shape of the response is
defined a-priori by a piecewise linear signal. The slope and duration of each
piece of the signal is parameterized using the other attributes of the arc
(delay, gain, time response) and the parameterization of the input node
signal. The a-priori shape of the signal is an approximation to the well
known responses of numerical transfer functions to classical inputs (step and
ramp).

Let us take the example of a first order tranfer function (QTF m+). Its
response to a step input may be described with four consecutive segments.
The first starts from the begining of the step and ends when the response
becomes non-zero (this describes the delay). The second ends at the first
third of the response time when the signal reaches two third of its final
value. The third ends at the response time when the signal almost reaches the



final value. Finally, the fourth describes die new static state of the variable.
Its amplitude is function of the gain, which may be either a numerical value,
either a symbolic one (high, medium, low).

Each time interval, associated with the slope of the linear function
during this time, is called an episode. So, a QTF is defined as a function
which associates to an input episode a set of consecutive episodes which
linearly approximates the shape of the real signal. The linear approximation
is justified by the linear interpolation made between two measurements on
the process, as between these two instants, no information is available.
Moreover, as a QTF gives a piecewise linear signal as a result, the input of
the next arc is a set of episodes, so it is a signal which can be processed by a
QTF.

We have, up to now, written a library of QTF describing seven different
relations between two variables. The m functions (m+ and m-, following
the gain sign) describe exponential behaviours without overshoot. The id
functions (id+ and id-) describe a delay (for example, the link between the
temperatures of a fluid at several points of the same conduit).

Some relations are difficult to describe by causal links because of
feedback effect (for example, the behaviour of a control loop). The control
loop is described by two QTFs which describe the way the engineer reasons
to solve, this problem. The behaviour of the controlled variable due to a
disturbance is globally taken into acount by the QTF reg and so is the
behaviour of the control variable by the QTF comp-act. These two QTF's
are automatically generated by an algorithm when a variable is declared
"controlled-variable". The behaviour of the controlled variable due to a
setpoint change is simply deciibed by a QTF m.

Finally, a special QTF, eq, has been created to describe balanced
variables. There is no causal link between balanced variables. The
equilibrium values may change, but there is no mean to decide which
variable is the cause and which variable is the effect. To avoid the
undetermination, an algorithm automatically generates intermediate
variables. These variables allow the global causality of the reasoning on the
equilibrium and never appear to the designer.

Necessarily, changes of the process structure are taken into account
dynamically. Two kinds of changes are possible. One is a change in the
modelling hypotheses. In such a case, all die model becomes obsolete and a
new model is loaded to keep up with the new situation. The other possible
kind of structure modification is a local one. For example, a feedback loop
may be open during some time or a subsystem may start on to recover a
failure. In such cases, some nodes have to be created, others have to
disappear, some arcs need modications but the global squeletton of the
model is still valid. We define a subgraph associated to a part of the model as
a set of arcs valid at the same time. Each configuration of a subsystem is
described with a subgraph and all the subgraphs describing the same part of



the model are associated. Then, dynamically, the right subgraph is activated
to suit to the process structure.

REASONINGSUSINGTHEMODEL

As was said in the third section, the supervision system needs some
information about the future behaviour of the process. This prediction
reasoning uses the model and a simulation algorithm. The principle of this
algorithm is to infer histories of variables, one episode after the other (the
simulation is asynchronous) [Caloud]. One step consists in completing the
history of a variable by computing a new episode, appended to the history.
The episode summarizes all the influences propagated on the variable during
a time interval. From this computed episode, influences on causally related
variables are inferred through behaviour constraints.

A major point is that all the dependencies between episodes and their
influences on other variables are recorded in order to explain dynamically
the behaviours instead of giving rough simulation results.^ This is the
justification mentionned earlier. Using the history of each variable and the
justifications of each episode of the history, the system builds an explanation
of variables which have overshot thresholds; a variable contained in these
justifications can be explained in turn.

A very important point is truth maintenance on histories when variables
measured on the process are slighty different from the predicted ones.
Computing new simulations from scratch would spoil the explanations. So
only deductions from wrong values are questioned and updated. In the same
way, on-line changes of the model imply local updating of the histories of
the variables by computing again the deductions. It is obvious that this
changes are local and do not question the whole model.

Action advice is another supervision reasoning using the model. Based
on the graph describing the system, this algorithm can find which actions
can be taken to recover a disturbance, and the time in which their effect will
be perceptible. The action advice may concem a set point, a control variable
or a variable in a subgraph. For example, when the process comes out of the
nominal region and when a control system becomes ill-defined, the operator
is advised to open the control loop and put on manual actions.

APPLICATION

Figure 2 shows the result of the causality analysis in twpcoupled pulse
columns. Each column is represented by 10 variables. Bê§l& is a key
variable, which represents the B>1MHUI weight, impossible to measure but



fundamental in order to understand the column state. NIRE and QE120
represent the control loop at the bottom of the column. It can be seen on this
figure that several paths can link two variables, corresponding to different
physical phenomena.

Figure 3 shows data acquisition on the process during almost two hours.
The aqueous phase input Q0500 is a ramp (upper part of the figure). The
lower part of the figure shows the consequent variation of the control
variable QE120 and the stability of the organic phase output QG600.

Figure 4 shows the simulations. Each variable is presented together with
its justification (variables explaining its modification). For QE120 for
instance (lower part of the figure), it is clear that its evolution follows the
occurence of a disturbance on the level NIRE (NIRE-PERp. For QG600,
the operator can see that thus output will go back to its nominal value after
some small oscillations (notice the small amplitude of this signal), so he has
nothing to do.

CONCLUSION

The originality of our work is to base a supervision system on control
engineers knowledge rather than oh process engineers knowledge. So,
process behaviour can be inferred by a-priori dynamic knowledge
(Qualitative Transfer Functions).

Pulse columns are here the process on which the proposed method is
illustrated. But the concepts are very general and could be transposed to any
other process.

To help operators, the system explains dynamically the process
behaviour instead of giving rough simulation results, using the history and
the justification of each variable. The system can produce, based on the
graph describing the system, the actions which can be taken to recover a
disturbance.

Modelling a process by a causal graph needs no computing effort as the
method proposed here is completely declarative. But the elaboration of a
causality graph for a complex process is far from trivial and its
parameterization needs some experiments on the process to obtain gain and
time response values precise enough to give coherent simulations.
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Figure I : THE PULSE COLUMN



Figure 2 : MODELLING OF TWO CONCATENATED PULSE COLUMNS
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Figure 4 : Simulations


